FEMINIST COACH ACADEMY CERTIFICATION CRITERIA
In order to become certified in Feminist Coach Theory by the Feminist
Coach Academy (FCA), trainees must have:
Fully paid for and completed every training module (including chosen elective
modules) of the FCA Training. Trainees can use the Progress Checklist in the
Members’ Portal to track their progress against this criteria during the
training program.
Submitted completed versions of the class workbooks, integration workbooks,
and other course requirements. A FCA assessor will review the submission
and provide feedback if any further clarification or work is required.
Participated in 100% of Integration Calls hosted during the training period. If
a trainee is unable to attend an Integration Call/s live due to timezone and
scheduling conflicts, they will be required to watch the replay and submit
evidence of having completed the actions and homework outlined on the
Integration Call as instructed in the membership site.
Submitted responses to any follow up questions and requests for further
clarification or evidence following a FCA assessor’s review of submitted
workbooks, integration actions and assessments by the specified due dates.
Successfully completed a Feminist Coach Theory Multi-Media Final Project,
which consists of five parts (submitted in written, video and/ or audio format)
where the trainee will be required to submit:
A. A summary of their understanding of Feminist Coach Theory and how it
applies to the context of their work specifically;
B. A summary of their definition and understanding of each of the key terms
provided in the final project outline;
C. A critical analyses of two texts from the FCA mandatory reading list;
D. A response to three client case studies on how they would respond to
issues raised during their personal or professional life using what they
have learned about Feminist Coach Theory during the FCA training; and
E. An Action & Accountability Plan articulating what they plan to do to
integrate their learnings from the training and commit to the ongoing
process of learning, unlearning and being held accountable to this life
long work. Any questions answered incorrectly on the Feminist Coach
Theory exam and what has been done to learn further about these should
be examined as part of the Action & Accountability Plan too.

✓

Trainees will receive further details on the final project requirements toward
the end of the training, including submission, formatting (e.g., word length
and/or video length) and assessment criteria.
Indicated that they feel in integrity about being a proud ambassador of the
FCA. If the trainee does not feel in integrity being an ambassador of the FCA
and being associated with the organisation as coach or practitioner certified
in Feminist Coach Theory, the FCA advises that you consider not applying for
certification.
Accept and sign an FCA Certification Agreement provided upon application
for certification.
Understand that further paperwork, as well as further certification renewal
criteria may be required in the future as the program evolves.
Please Note:
We appreciate that the FCA certification criteria and process is rigorous and time
consuming. We believe that being certified in Feminist Coach Theory comes with
great responsibility and want to ensure that the FCA process respects this.
Certification timelines are intake-specific and will be provided during the training
period.

